the Hall effect and the Nernst effect from the point of view of the new statistics but reaches no revolutionary results in this field. , 20,300-330 (1922). 3 I have pointed out (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., 13, 43-46 (1927)) that the dual theory of electric conduction permits us to suppose the free to have the heat energy of gas molecules while the mean heat energy of all the conducting electrons may be much less. 4 In the first draft of his theory Sommerfeld, using, I believe, purely kinetic considerations, deduced Volta potential-differences which appeared to be of the right order of magnitude but were, unfortunately, of the wrong sign. Doctor Eckart now amends the theory by introducing something like the Volta conception of a specific attraction of different metals for electricity.
Probably everyone who has thought.much on the mechanism of metallic conduction has come to the conclusion that the so-called mean free path of the "electron-gas" particles within a metal must be taken as many times the "atomic distance"-distance from center to center of neighboring atoms. For example, Sommerfeld's recently proposed theory of conduction makes this path "some hundreds of time the atomic distance." A little reflection will show that a path of such length within a metal can bear no close analogy to the "mean free path" of the kinetic theory of gases-a straight-line movement from one collision to the nextunless the electrons are supposed to go freely through the atoms. If they do go through the atoms or if they merely zigzag their way among the atoms, what terminates their free path? Why shouldn't it extend indefinitely?
The classical formula for the free-electron conductivity of a metal is e2nl * ff = C e I,~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (1') where C is a constant, e is the electron charge, n is the number of free electrons per cu. cm. of the metal and I is the length of the so-called free path. I shall keep to this formula but give an unusual interpretation to 1.
The length of I is significant as indicating, in connection with the velocity of to-and-fro motion of the electrons, how long, during each "path," an electron is subjected to the accelerating force of the potential gradient which maintains the current. It is not necessary that I shall be regarded as a straight-line path. It may for the purpose of conduction-maintenance of a net drift of the electrons in one direction-be a zigzag path with any number of deflections, provided the general direction of its course is maintained.
There are two ways in which we may think of such a path as ending. We may suppose the electron to have a collision that will reverse its general direction of motion, so that any increment of velocity it may have gained by reason of the applied potential gradient will, together with the rest of its velocity, be turned about, in which case the potential gradient will have to begin anew its impelling influence on the electron. This must, I suppose, be the ordinary conception of the limitation or termination.of a free path, though most writers who speak of free paths do not undertake to tell just what they have in mind.
What I now propose is more definite. The free path terminates when the free electron is captured by a positive ion. This would seem to be the natural fate of a free electron. This conception of the termination of free path, though perhaps novel, seems to be inherently more probable, as well as more definite, than the alternative one. For it must be remembered that, if there are free electrons, there must be positive ions within a metal, and the natural tendency of these oppositely charged bodies is to pair with each other.
If we adopt this view of free path, some interesting consequences follow: Specific Heat.-The length of a free path will, other things being equal, be inversely proportional to the number of ions per cu. cm., and, as these ions must be equally numerous with the free electrons, this means that ni is, other things being equal, a constant. In other words, the conductivity of a metal is, other things being equal, independent of the number of its free electrons per cu. cm. This disposes of the specific heat difficulty, of which so much has been made in criticism of the classical theory of free-electron conduction, for we can make the number of free conducting, electrons as small as we please.
Dependence of Conductivity on Temperature.-Framers of conduction theories are usually pleased if their formulas make the conductivity inversely proportional to T. To be sure, any theory which proves this relation proves too much, for conductivity is not, as a rule, strictly proportional to T-1; but something pointing in the general direction of such-' a rule is a desirable asset of any conduction theory.
My own theory, which, so far as the free-electron conductivity goes, makes use of equation (1), needs therefore to show how nl may be pro-portional, pretty nearly, to T-'. The theory assumes a fairly rapid increase of n with rise of temperature, but, as we have seen, this increase of n automatically shortens I to such an;extent that, if this were the only cause reducing 1, nid would be independent of temperature. I must, then, look for some other influence of increased temperature on the length of 1, tending to reduce it. It is possible that the increased thermal agitation of the positive ion with rise of temperature may have some effect upon the chance of its capturing an electron, but it is not plain what this effect should be, or even in which direction it would affect the length of 1. Therefore, I prefer not to speculate upon this possibility. On the other hand, my theory, as developed several years ago, takes the work of ionization within a metal-the work, that is, of getting an electron out of an atom into the free state-as nearly proportional to the absolute temperature. This implies that the potential energy of a free electron with respect to a neighboring ion is pretty nearly' proportional to the temperature, and evidently this is a condition tending to bring about an early capture of the electron, tending to reduce the length of 1. Just how great the effect of this influence would be, it is not, perhaps, easy to say, but it seems not unreasonable to suppose that the effect of all the conditions suggested might make the conductivity pretty nearly proportional, inversely, to the temperature. It is doubtful whether any theory of conduction should be expected to indicate a closer relation between conductivity and' temperature than this. If strict inverse proportionality were indicated, it would be necessary to invent some way of explaining why every individual metal, each in its own way, departs from this relation. Supra-Conductivity.-Two of the hypotheses of my dual theory of conduction, which were adopted long ago for the temperature region between 00 and 100°C., are these: n =zTq (2)-where n has the same meaning as in (1), while z and q are constants; and X'=XBc + skT (3) where X' is the heat of ionization, with respect to a single electron, within the metal, while XC, s and k are constants, the last being the gas-constant for a single molecule. For most metals the Xc term in (3) appears to be much smaller than the skT term.' By extrapolation toward the absolute zero, equation (2) indicates a very 'small number of free electrons at very low temperatures, but (3) indicates approach to a state in which, X' becoming very small, the distinction between free-electrons and "associated" electrons-that is, elec- The problem of indices of refraction and dispersion in the x-ray region was first brought to the attention of physicists by the observation that the apparent wave-length of x-ray lines measured in different orders did not agree and that the discrepancies were such as to be explained by the theory that the crystal used had an index of refraction slightly less than unity.' From these measurements the order of magnitude of the index could be calculated but the method was indirect and not capable of much accuracy. The results, however, showed the importance of finding the x-ray refractive indices of crystals in order to correct existing wave-length measurements for this effect.
A. H. Compton2 attacked the problem in a more direct way by showing that polished surfaces would reflect x-rays if the glancing angle of incidence were sufficiently small and that a critical angle of total reflection could be measured and the index of refraction computed as in ordinary optics. He also showed that the indices measured in this way were in good agreement with an extension to these high frequencies of theories
